Hurricane Katrina has spawned a great deal of research on various issues, including problems and failures in disaster preparation, response and recovery. Less attention has been paid however, to scholarly analyses of policy learning and change with regard to post-disaster housing. The focus of this paper is to fill that gap by analyzing the extent of policy learning and policy changes adopted after Katrina, and by examining the response three years later to Hurricane Ike. We reviewed key legislation and used theoretical insights drawn from the policy literature as a framework for examining post-disaster policy changes and outcomes. We find that as a policy issue, post-disaster housing continues to be a ‘wicked’ and ‘messy’ policy problem, exacerbated by unrealistic expectations of governmental agencies, and characterized by a weak advocacy base. To this end, we offer some policy and planning considerations in our conclusion.
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Introduction

Housing issues are critical to the disaster recovery process, yet continue to be an under-studied area in disaster research (Tierney, Lindell, and Perry 2001). Both financial and natural disasters result in housing dilemmas, particularly for displaced populations. For instance, past disasters such as the 1993 Midwest floods, Hurricanes Hugo and
Andrew in 1989 and 1992 respectively led to catastrophic damage to residential housing units. Over 9,000 homes were destroyed and 26,000 homes were damaged by Hugo, and over 50,000 homes were destroyed and 136,000 homes were damaged by Hurricane Andrew (Comerio 1998; Morrow 1999). As one scholar noted, “In a five-year period from 1989 to 1994, five U.S. disasters caused $75 billion in damage, half of which was to residential structures: 200,000 units were destroyed or severely damaged and over 600,000 were damaged and in need of repair” (Comerio 1998, p.15). While disaster-related housing has been a major problem for a number of years, it was the devastation and displacement caused by Hurricane Katrina that put the issue of disaster housing policies and related land development issues into the national spotlight (Levine, Esnard and Sapat 2007).

Research on various aspects of the impact of Katrina has been abundant and rich, including the first collection of essays on Katrina published by the Social Science Research Council (http://understandingkatrina.ssrc.org/). Less attention has been paid, however, to scholarly analyses of policy learning and post-disaster housing changes in response to Katrina and the hurricanes that have followed. The aim of this paper is to fill this gap by focusing on the lessons learned after Katrina to deal with post-disaster housing. In particular, we explore answers to the following questions. What were the lessons learned and policy changes made after Katrina to deal with disaster housing? Were these lessons manifested in policy outcomes following hurricanes that affected the Gulf coast after Katrina? To answer these questions, we use a model of event-based learning posited by Birkland (1997, 2006) to focus on the kinds of policy learning (May 1992) that took place after Katrina. In this article, we also extend and add to current theories and research on policy learning, which have not focused on factors that hinder policy learning, and by analyzing policy outcomes following policy learning and policy change. Focusing on the lessons learned in this domain also contributes to an understanding of post-disaster housing, an area in which scholars have repeatedly highlighted the need and importance for more research (Comerio 1997; Comerio 1998; Levine et al. 2007; Quarantelli 1982; Tierney et al. 2001, p.105; Welsh and Esnard 2009).

We begin with an overview of theories of policy learning and event-driven policy change that form the main theoretical foundations of this paper and based on these theories, develop our theoretical expectations for policy learning in the context of post-disaster housing. Next, we briefly review the policy framework for U.S. disaster housing prior to Katrina. In the third section, we look at post-disaster housing issues with respect to temporary and permanent housing after Katrina and the main policy changes that were adopted to deal with the failures that arose. Based on our analysis of post-disaster housing following Hurricane Ike in the fourth section of our paper, we find that despite lessons learned and policy changes made after Hurricane Katrina, disaster housing and policy learning in this area are still problematic. Following this discussion, we draw on the insights raised from our analysis to argue that post-disaster housing issues encompass
characteristics of a “wicked policy problem” (Rittel and Weber 1973) or “messy policy area” (Jochim and May 2010), are exacerbated by unrealistic expectations of federal and other government agencies, and lack a strong advocacy base. We also identify additional lessons learned and important issues that need to be considered in federal, state, and local disaster housing policies.

**Theories of Policy Learning and Event-Related Policy Change**

Theories of policy learning and change have received a fair amount of attention by both policy scholars and political scientists. Deutsch (1966) discussed policy learning in terms of the feedback in enhancing governmental “learning capacity”. Heclo (1974) defined social learning as “a relatively enduring alteration in behavior that results from experience” and discussed how “political learning” leads to new policy innovations and policy change. Scholars of policy implementation, Majone and Wildavsky (1979), examined how implementation was a trial-and-error evolutionary process to find feasible policy solutions. Policy learning has also been seen as the spread of ideas as discussed by Kingdon (1984) in examining the spillover of ideas from one policy domain to another or as the “pinching of ideas” that are copied or borrowed from similar policies in other locales. Similarly, policy learning has been conceptualized as the notion of “lesson-drawing” (Rose 1993) where lessons can be drawn from tested experiences in other jurisdictions (space) or borrowed across time from past experiences. Related to the concept of lesson-drawing, is the conceptualization of learning as policy transfer (Bennett 1991; Dolowitz 1997; Dolowitz and Marsh 1996, 2000) where knowledge about policies, administrative arrangements, and institutions from one place or time are transferred for use in developing administrative arrangements, policies, institutions, etc. in another time and/or place. (Dolowitz and Marsh 1996). Akin to the idea of policy transfers is the notion of policy innovation and diffusion of innovations across various jurisdictions, implicitly incorporating the idea of learning from other communities (Berry and Berry 1990, 1992; Gray 1973; Sapat 2004; Walker 1969). Policy-oriented learning, defined as learning about “relatively enduring alterations of thought or behavioral intentions that result from experience”, is also critical to the scholarly framework on advocacy coalitions as espoused by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993).

Of these various policy learning theories, some of which focus on psychological or cognitive learning, it is theories about policy learning from events and institutional learning that are pertinent to the arguments in this paper. Policy learning from policy failures has been articulated most clearly by May (1992), who argues that policy failures can foster three types of learning: instrumental policy learning, social policy learning, and political learning. May (1992) defines instrumental policy learning as learning “about the viability of policy instruments or implementation designs” (May 1992, p.332). This form of learning focuses on the recognition of the limitations of particular policy instruments
or implementation approaches. Prima facie evidence of instrumental learning is seen from policy adaptation and redesign. Sometimes however, policy change, which is not actually related to the problems revealed by a given event, can occur, leading to what May (1992) terms mimicking or “superstitious instrumental learning”. (p. 336).

Social policy learning, on the other hand, as defined by May (1992) refers more to learning about the “social construction of a policy or program” (p. 336). The main focus in social learning is the policy problem itself and the policy goals and involves the “interplay of ideas about how problems come about and how they can be solved” (Birkland 2006, p. 16). With its focus on social construction, it is a recognition of the post-modern condition in which the inevitability of multiple views on issues are explicitly recognized (Fiorino 2001) and where a “discursive democracy” (Dryzek 1990) needs to bring about some sort of social consensus that will result in policy change. Political learning as conceptualized by May (1992) is different from instrumental or social learning and consists of “a strategy for advocating a given policy idea or problem” (p. 336) leading to more sophistication in the advocacy of ideas and problems.

Using May’s (1992) ideas of learning from policy failures as a foundation, Birkland (1997, 2006) points a model of event-related policy change. In his model, Birkland (2006) points out that “focusing events” can trigger policy learning, given the existence of certain conditions. In particular, he discusses six propositions: 1) Most participants in a policy domain want to address/solve problems revealed by a focusing event, but proposed depictions of the problems and consequent solutions are likely to be contingent on varying motivations and interests; 2) big events trigger the most attention as smaller events are often more successfully addressed by existing policies; 3) group mobilization is linked in time to focusing events; 4) an increased discussion of policy ideas leading to social and instrumental policy learning is likely to accompany group mobilization; 5) policy change (not mimicking) is likely to result from policy learning; and, 6) lessons learned can be “forgotten” and policy learning can decay over time (p. 17-21). Using these propositions, Birkland (2006) goes on to argue that if certain actions occur at various points after a focusing event, learning and subsequent policy change is more likely. Learning in this case is a modified version of Busenberg’s (2001) definition of learning as “a process in which individuals apply new information and ideas or information and ideas elevated on the agenda by a recent event to policy decisions” (Birkland 2006, p. 22). The focus of Birkland’s model then is on the “lessons learned” from events as reflected in the policy-making process. Birkland (2006) applies his model to a detailed and careful analysis of case studies in several areas such as aviation security and 9/11, homeland security, earthquakes, and hurricanes and shows that when a focusing event is sufficiently large and serious enough to gain widespread attention, learning and policy improvement and change does occur.

In this paper, we apply the concepts of policy learning and event-based policy change to analyze the kinds of policy learning as defined and measured by May (1992) that
occurred in post-disaster housing following Katrina. Based on May’s definition, we
expect that some form of instrumental learning, at least prima facie evidence in the form
of new laws and instruments, would be adopted. With regard to social learning, our
expectation based on May’s framework was that after Katrina, there would be a shift in
policy goals and there would be increasing recognition of post disaster housing problems.
For political learning, we expected some changes in political strategy by key interest
groups to lead to more sophisticated advocacy.

However, while the rich literature on policy learning provides a good foundation for
deriving these theoretical expectations and understanding how policy learning takes
place, less attention has been paid to why policy learning does not occur in certain areas,
or why policy changes adopted in response to focusing events do not get implemented or
outcomes are not realized as intended. In this paper, we attempt to address this gap by
analyzing the conditions under which policy change and learning do not lead to intended
outcomes. To this end, in addition to analyzing whether policy learning occurred, we use
scholarly accounts and newspaper reports of post-disaster response thus far to explore
how these lessons learned and post-disaster housing policy changes made after Katrina
affected policy responses and implementation of post-disaster housing (primarily
temporary and permanent housing) after Hurricane Ike.

Our methodology and data sources involved a review of past scholarly research on
post-disaster housing, a Lexis-Nexis database search of all major laws and regulations
passed after Katrina, congressional investigation and testimonies provided by agency
officials before Congress, and newspaper articles. The database search of the laws was
undertaken to find evidence of prima facie laws and instruments indicating if
instrumental learning had occurred. Congressional investigations and testimonies, along
with newspaper articles were examined to see if social learning and political learning by
interest groups and key policy actors had taken place and if subsequent policy changes
had occurred. We must note the limitations of our data here: while we attempted to
include all major laws and regulations and key articles, the discussion is based on our
interpretation and categorization of these legislative changes and pertinent aspects of the
information as applied to this paper. Other researchers could categorize this information
or additional information differently. However, while these limitations exist, a number of
our findings are supported by prior research on housing recovery following other
disasters (Bolin and Stanford 1991; Comeiro 1997; Peacock, Dash, and Zhang 2007;
Peacock, Kilian, and Bates 1987). The next section briefly reviews post-disaster housing
policies in place prior to Hurricane Katrina, as context for our discussion of policy
learning in this area after this disaster.

Pre-Katrina U.S. Disaster Housing Policy

Post-disaster housing recovery faces many challenges due to the severity of the loss
levels, monetary resources, housing needs, shelter availability, medical and other service needs, and demographic factors (Bolin and Stanford 1991, 1999). To understand post-disaster housing needs, it is useful to look first at Quarantelli’s (1995) discussion, which points out that the terms “shelter” and “housing” are often used in unclear and confusing ways in disaster-related housing literature. To clarify the issue, he defines and distinguishes between emergency and temporary sheltering, and temporary and permanent housing. Emergency sheltering usually refers to actual or potential disaster victims seeking quarters outside their permanent homes for very short periods (usually overnight or during the time periods when disaster happens). Temporary sheltering means temporary displacement into other quarters with an expected short stay, accompanied by needs and issues related to daily life. Temporary housing differs from sheltering, in that it is more long-term and may also become permanent, if displaced residents decide to occupy the unit for the long-term. Communities in the U.S. are usually well prepared for sheltering, but housing, especially permanent housing, is often neglected due to procedural delays, poor program administration, or lack of planning to address permanent housing needs. In addition, there is a reliance on market ideologies with respect to housing policy, which leads to the assumption that the market forces will play a role in the restoration and recovery of permanent housing.

As Comerio points out, U.S. post-disaster housing recovery models have focused on four elements (Comerio 1998; Türel 1999): 1) complete redevelopment; 2) financial aid for housing; 3) limited intervention by the government, which provides only supplemental assistance to low-income individuals and households with insufficient or no insurance; and 4) complete reliance on market forces for recovery. The utilization of these models (singly or combined) has depended largely on the nature and severity of the disaster, socio-economic characteristics of the affected local communities, the housing market, the level of damage/destruction, and the extent of private insurance coverage.

At the federal level, the major agencies that are charged with post-disaster housing and related issues are the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the Small Business Administration (SBA), and the National Flood Insurance Program among others. Other agencies, such as the Red Cross, faith-based organizations, non-profits, and even informal coalitions also play a role. Local governments have typically played a larger role in sheltering, and less so in the provision of temporary and permanent housing.

The legal foundations for disaster assistance are found in the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (The Stafford Act) enacted in 1988 (PL 100-707), which was an amended version of the Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (PL 93-288). It was significantly amended in 2000 (PL 106-390). The specific provisions of this act dealing with sheltering and housing are in various sections: Section 403 (Essential Assistance) discusses the provision of emergency shelters for individuals and households; Section 310 prioritizes public housing assistance based on several housing and
community development laws, such as the Housing Act of 1937; and, Section 404 (Hazard Mitigation) indicates that the director of FEMA may “provide property acquisition and relocation assistance” based on the prescribed terms and conditions. Four types of housing assistance are provided under Section 408 of the Stafford Act:

1) Temporary Housing: This assistance is provided either financially, allowing disaster victims to rent a housing unit, or directly, allowing disaster victims to reside in properties acquired by government purchase/lease;

2) Repair: FEMA may provide financial assistance for the repair of owner-occupied primary residences that sustained damage by a major disaster, which is intended to return the primary residence to a safe, sanitary, and functional condition, not to the pre-disaster condition;

3) Replacement: FEMA may provide financial assistance for the replacement of owner-occupied primary residences destroyed by a major disaster; and,

4) Permanent or semi-permanent housing: Financial or direct assistance to individuals or households may be provided to construct permanent or semi-permanent housing.

It is important to note here that Section 403 and Section 408 of the Stafford Act have different terms and eligibility requirements, which led to considerable confusion after Hurricane Katrina during the transition from Section 403 to Section 408 housing. Overall, the legal provisions of the Stafford Act prior to Hurricane Katrina were also focused primarily on homeowners with limited financial assistance to renters, and did little to address the restoration and repairs of rental housing units, which are often in greater demand after disasters. The policy framework in place also did not have provisions for larger-scale displacement, and did not address longer-term housing in sufficient detail (Hooks and Miller 2006; McCarthy 2009; Rodriguez-Dod and Duhart 2007; Sard and Rice 2005). Most of these policies provided demand-side assistance, not supply-side programs to help restore and repair rental housing stock for those who are in need.

Financial assistance and housing recovery must also be placed in context of affordable housing dilemmas and social and economic inequities (Basolo 1999; Joint Center for Housing Studies 2008) in the pre-disaster period. In Comerio’s study of the impact of the Northridge Earthquake, she found that public assistance mainly focused on single-family housing and that renters were neglected. Similarly, others have found that due to various cultural, historical, ecological, and political and economic restrictions (Bolin and Stanford 1991), economically-challenged populations and/or the elderly have greater difficulty in the recovery process and in finding temporary, let alone permanent housing (Berke, Kartez, and Wenger 1993; Bolin and Stanford 1991; Philips 1993; Quarantelli 1995) in the post-disaster period. Typically, in the post-disaster recovery period, social conflicts are magnified and rational planning is omitted when there is pressure to reconstruct quickly (Bolin and Stanford 1991). The overlapping and complex roles of multiple local, state, and federal agencies is also confusing and vulnerable socio-
economic populations have the least resources and the most difficulty in navigating various bureaucratic waters to receive help (Morrow 1997; Peacock and Girard 1997; Tierney 1989). For example, post-disaster housing problems faced by women, have been highlighted, particularly for women in public housing, elderly, sole heads of households, and those in domestic-violence shelters (Enarson 1999; Enarson, Fothergill, and Peek 2007; Enarson and Morrow 1997; Morrow and Enarson 1997). At the local level, most post-disaster housing planning is ad hoc, especially in terms of temporary housing, which is established hastily after the disaster (Johnson 2007), or non-existent in local communities. County and local government plans and coordinated housing recovery plans exist in some cases, but implementable strategies related to long term housing recovery issues remain elusive, thereby abdicating responsibility to various quasi-governmental agencies and voluntary non-profit recovery coalitions (Welsh and Esnard 2009). Post-disaster rebuilding of other related infrastructure and community assets (such as businesses, roads, schools) and related issues such as insurance, government contracting, and financial assistance also impact post-disaster housing. Second-order displacement issues (Feldman, Geisler, and Silberling 2003), such as effectively helping hosting communities absorb and shelter/house evacuees, also affects post-disaster housing. Some of these problems became evident after Hurricane Katrina and are addressed in the next section.

**Hurricane Katrina: Policy Failures and Policy Learning**

Hurricane Katrina made landfall on August 29, 2005 in an area covering over 90,000 square miles. Over 1,500 people were killed and over 1 million were displaced (U.S. OIG 2008; U. S. Senate 2006). The damage was devastating; over eighty-one billion dollars in estimated damages resulted from Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. Over 1.2 million units of housing were damaged, of which 309,000 units were severely damaged (U. S. Senate 2009, p. 2). Overall, some scholars have argued that the evacuation process was successful in getting almost 1-1.2 million people out of New Orleans (Derthick 2007). However, for the 70,000 people who could not or would not evacuate, the situation was different. While search and rescue missions managed to save a great number of lives, evacuation after the flood became problematic. As documented by the media, observers, and scholars, numerous issues arose in intergovernmental coordination that delayed evacuation (Derthick 2007; Cooper and Block 2006) and media images of people awaiting rescue and relief became emblematic of the response that was watched by millions all over the world.

With regard to post-disaster temporary and permanent housing (and the transitions between both), the main focus of this article, the main problems that arose (as indicated by scholarly research and post-Katrina congressional investigations and testimony) were as follows:
1) *Post-Disaster Housing Planning*: Prior to Katrina, FEMA attempted three times to develop strategic response plans for catastrophes and housing needs in 2002, 2004, and 2005 and these draft plans correctly predicted that FEMA’s staffing, programs, and procedures would not meet catastrophic housing needs. After Katrina hit, FEMA tried to hastily develop another plan that was not ultimately enacted; FEMA officials agreed afterwards that the lack of an operational catastrophe plan was a central reason for the failure to adequately provide for post-Katrina housing needs (U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009, p. 19-20). The Stafford Act itself was limited in its definitions of major disasters and the roles of FEMA and other agencies (Moss, Schellhammer and Berman 2009). Moreover, while FEMA has at least made concerted attempts to develop plans for catastrophe housing needs, local and state planning for post-disaster recovery—including housing issues—has been poor for the most part. Few state and local governments have developed disaster recovery plans (Smith and Wenger 2006) and deficiencies in state and local planning in Louisiana and Mississippi hampered post-disaster housing recovery. In Louisiana for instance, despite previous exercises, the state’s emergency plan had not been updated and did not include plans for recovery or reconstruction (Colten, Kates, and Laska 2003, p. 35). In addition to these factors, planning for housing is hampered by the complex and messy nature of post-disaster housing that largely mirror the pre-disaster housing market (the wealthy get their McMansions, while poorer sections of society end up in dilapidated housing or homeless).

2) *Overreliance on Trailers and Siting Issues*: The lack of an operational housing plan and strategy and the difficulties of finding post-disaster housing solutions for the vast numbers of those who were dislocated and displaced led to an extensive reliance on costly manufactured housing, such as trailers, when FEMA ended its Section 403 shelter assistance (November 2005-March, 2006) to transition to temporary housing assistance. FEMA’s conventional policy response of using trailers for these residents led to a number of major problems. The trailers were expensive, costing approximately $60,000 for eighteen months and were hurriedly purchased, leading to shortages initially and a glut later that could not be used in floodplain areas common to the Gulf coast regions (Colten, Kates, and Laska 2003; US OIG 2009b; U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009, p. 105-106). Inventory control was poor and the reliance on mobile homes and trailers also led to a hasty no-bid contracting process with deficient procurement and contract management practices, resulting in cost overruns and lack of staffing to adequately monitor contracts (U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009, p. 109-11). Media reports of health problems caused by formaldehyde-contaminated trailers also surfaced, pressuring FEMA to find alternative housing (Eaton 2007; Palank 2007; U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009, p. 114-115). Regardless of the authenticity of these formaldehyde claims, the fallout of the alleged health problems led to negative publicity for FEMA. In addition to these issues, siting these manufactured homes was also difficult; while FEMA tried to situate these homes on residential properties, it was not possible to do this in a number of areas after Katrina. FEMA then tried to locate the
manufactured homes in other host communities that were reluctant or outrightly hostile to the location of these parks in their neighborhoods (Aldrich and Crook 2008). Siting manufactured housing was difficult not only due to NIMBYism; it was also complicated because it involved the waiving or relaxation of local zoning ordinances or building codes, which state and local governments are reluctant to do (U.S. OIG 2009b).

3) Uncertainty, Difficulties in Transitions, and Lack of Affordable Housing: The overall response to Katrina in terms of sheltering and housing was ad hoc, characterized by changing and often-confusing requirements and deadlines. In some cases, it ended in litigation with courts ordering reinstatement of previously denied benefits (U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009, p. 5). As is the case sometimes during the recovery period, errors in processing and denial of eligibility also occurred; according to one reported count, court-ordered reviews of roughly 5,000 decisions showed that FEMA incorrectly denied assistance to over 20 percent of those applicants (U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009). Similar to past catastrophic hurricanes (Peacock, Morrow, and Gladwin 1997), lower-income and socially vulnerable populations were particularly hard-hit by numerous bureaucratic requirements. Moreover, the amount of assistance, even when received, was insufficient for a number of families and the uncertainty in duration made it hard for recipients to plan (Gosselin and Alonso-Zaldivar 2005; Sard and Rice 2005). FEMA also tried to end its Section 403 shelter programs in late 2005 and early 2006, but severe housing shortages and the lack of alternatives meant that there were repeated extensions and changes adding to the confusion for both the disaster-stricken population and for street-level staff dealing with these populations (Alpert 2009).

Along with the uncertainty, there was a lack of affordable housing, which was constrained as rents rose considerably. In the first year after Katrina, rents rose by approximately 36 percent and three years after the storm, rents were approximately 46 percent higher than before the storm, with wages not keeping pace (Brookings Institution 2008). These rising rents had their greatest impact on low-income renters, who spend a larger percentage of their income on housing (Crowley 2009). These factors rendered the transition from temporary to permanent housing even more difficult. Given the lack of affordable housing, arguments were made that an expedited rental repair program would have provided an additional, more cost-efficient, and longer-lasting option in comparison to manufactured housing, particularly given the extent of the damage and the acute housing shortages that followed (McCarthy 2009; GAO 2009). Pre-Katrina housing planning exercises had also called for the deployment of repair sweep teams to restore housing to habitability, convert large empty commercial buildings for residential use, and repair rental units (U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009, p. 60-67). However, according to the Stafford Act, the focus is primarily on providing disaster relief and repair for owners, a provision that was legally interpreted in the Katrina response as prohibiting the repair of permanent housing and the use of public funds for repairs of rental property. While other funding mechanisms were available for owners of rental properties, such as those through
the Small Business Administration and Community Development Block Grant Program, these programs primarily benefitted homeowners. A post-Katrina analysis of these funding mechanisms show that 62 percent of damaged homeowner units as compared to 18 percent of damaged rental units were assisted by these programs (GAO-10-17 2010).

4) **FEMA’s Incorporation into DHS and Lack of Horizontal and Vertical Coordination:** FEMA’s merger into the DHS in 2002 meant that homeland security concerns took over traditional goals of national hazard mitigation, weakened its leadership, increased the number of bureaucratic hurdles to achieve policy change, and was responsible for the abysmally poor response to Katrina (Birkland 2006; Birkland and Waterman 2008; Tierney 2005). Rather than mitigation, about 25 percent of federal funds provided by FEMA to local communities were used in terrorism-related activities, reducing available funds for natural disaster assistance (Moss, Schellhamer and Berman 2009). In terms of housing, the additional bureaucratic layer led to friction between FEMA and DHS officials regarding housing assistance and the transition from sheltering to housing programs. Turf battles also ensued between HUD and FEMA, with uncertainty on both sides about the role each was expected to play (U.S. S. Rept. 111-7 2009).

**Hurricane Katrina: Lessons Learned?**

As an event triggering policy change, Katrina demonstrated that nature was not to be ignored (Tierney 2008) and as a focusing event, the Katrina catastrophe and resulting policy debacle did dramatically increase national attention on the nation’s disaster housing dilemmas. After 9/11, FEMA had been turned a “pariah” within the DHS; its powers were hollowed out, agency morale was in shambles, and its abilities emasculated (Birkland 2006; Birkland and Waterman 2008; Tierney 2005). The response to Katrina elicited calls for FEMA’s swift dismantling or replacement on the one hand, and on the other hand calls for restoring FEMA’s lost powers within the DHS behemoth, including the restoration of the informal cabinet status it held under President Clinton. The result was somewhere in-between: FEMA was neither dismantled, nor was the FEMA administrator’s status elevated to enjoy the direct access and confidence of the President as had been the case with James Lee Witt. However, FEMA was given a larger budget, changes were made with regard to its powers, and more direct lines of communication to the DHS Secretary were established (U. S. DHS 2009; U.S. S. Rpt. No. 111-7 2009). With regard to disaster housing, there is also evidence that policy learning, in all three forms as discussed by May (1992), i.e. instrumental, social, and political, did take place. These forms of learning and evidence for each form are presented in Table 1 and are discussed in the accompanying narrative.

*Instrumental Policy Learning.* As defined by May (1992), instrumental learning entails learning about the feasibility of policy instruments and tools and changes in instruments for carrying out the policy. As indicated in Table 1, prima facie indicators of
legislative change took the form of the Post-Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act of 2006 (PKEMRA) (U.S. Pub. L. 109-295), which was the major legislative reform that resulted from Hurricane Katrina. Among other things, the act provided new authorities to FEMA to offer improved disaster case management services (connecting disaster victims to a full array of disaster and other support services, including human, social, employment, legal, mental health, and medical services), established a disabilities coordinator position at FEMA, authorized a rental repair pilot program, and expanded the authority for permanent construction. The formaldehyde controversy and the creation of “trailer cities” (Gosselin and Alonso-Zaldivar 2005) were instrumental in other reforms. Congress passed and the President approved an Alternative Housing Pilot Program with $400 million appropriated to FEMA’s Disaster Relief Fund to explore innovative alternatives. Under this program, FEMA and HUD evaluated proposals to award funding for up to 5,000 new housing units in the Gulf Coast States (U. S. GAO 2007). PKEMRA also required FEMA to develop a National Disaster Housing Strategy.

Instrumental learning, however, was slow. It took three years after Katrina, and a year past a Congressional deadline for FEMA to hastily draft an incomplete, yet rather ambitiously worded National Disaster Housing Strategy plan in July 2008 (Hsu 2008). The strategy was finally adopted on January 16, 2009, after a six month comment period and revisions (FEMA 2009a). Theoretically, this strategy addressed a number of important issues and has a number of provisions that could have helped ameliorate some of the housing problems that arose from Katrina. The delayed adoption of this strategy however, was too late for any policy changes to be made in time for the response to Hurricane Ike, as discussed later in this paper.

Social Learning. Social learning as defined by May (1992) entails learning about the policy problem and about the social construction of a policy or program. With regard to social learning, some argued that Katrina exposed race and class implications of disasters in ways that shattered popular conceptions of disasters as being non-discriminating, “equal opportunity calamities” (Strolovitch, Warren, and Frymer 2006). Problems similar to those following Katrina had resulted from Hurricane Andrew (Morrow 1999; Peacock, Morrow, and Gladwin 1997), but were less popularized through media coverage. To the extent that the failures of Katrina exposed these issues, one could argue that there has been a greater understanding about race and class implications of disaster responses. Using prima facie indicators as the PKEMRA legislation, there was a shift in housing philosophy with regard to the use of travel trailers (FEMA 2009a, p. 4). To some extent, there has been an expansion of target groups; for instance, alternative housing must meet physical accessibility requirements and policies towards pets were changed through the Pets Evacuation and Transportation Standards (PETS) Act of 2006 (U.S. Public Law 109-308 2006). Some changes in attitude with regard to partnership needs between various governmental actors were also evident. In the NDHS, FEMA stated for the first time that it would give the lead to HUD for permanent housing; albeit the time frame or how the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrumental Learning</th>
<th>Social Learning</th>
<th>Political Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence of Learning about Post-Disaster Housing after Katrina</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Learning:</td>
<td>Social Learning:</td>
<td>Political Learning:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence of Instrumental Learning</strong></td>
<td><strong>Evidence of Social Learning</strong></td>
<td><strong>Evidence of Political Learning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requisite Condition and Learning About:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The feasibility of policy instruments or tools.</td>
<td>Improved understanding of dominant causal beliefs about a policy problem/solution within the relevant domain.</td>
<td>Awareness of political prospects and actors that FEMAagenta push for legislative change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation of knowledge about housing failures and about problems with certain housing options such as travel trailers.</td>
<td>Improved understanding about race and class implications of disaster response.</td>
<td>Lawmakers learnt that FEMA needs more attention in terms of staffing, power, and budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy redesign entailing change in instruments for carrying out the policy, e.g., inducements, penalties, assistance, and funding.</td>
<td>Policy redefinition entailing change in policy goals or scope, e.g., policy direction, target groups, and rights bestowed by policy.</td>
<td>Post-Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act of 2006 (PKEMRA). Under PKEMRA, larger budgets, Federal Coordinating Officer, &amp; National Response Coordination Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Lawmakers pushed for changes to disaster housing post-Katrina, countless other officials in and out of government also pushed for change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evidence of Learning about Post-Disaster Housing after Katrina
Table 1: Evidence of Learning about Post-Disaster Housing after Katrina (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Required</th>
<th>National Disaster Housing Strategy (NDHS)</th>
<th>Increased Understanding of Policy Instruments or Implementation Designs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No National Disaster Housing Strategy (NDHS) required a National Disaster Housing Strategy (NDHS)</td>
<td>Changes in dominant causal beliefs within the relevant policy domain.</td>
<td>Limited change in understanding of the policy solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Low Income Housing Coalition (NLIHC), Governor's offices in Mississippi, Habitat for Humanity, other non-profits.</td>
<td>Evidence of some change in attitude with regard to partnership needs among different levels of government.</td>
<td>Limited changes in scope of provisions or target groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy coalition within a given policy strategy and relationship between political needs and evidence of some change in dominant causal beliefs within the relevant policy domain.</td>
<td>Changed act toＳ683 (Part of PKEMRA) required increases understanding of housing strategy for national rental repair.</td>
<td>Limited change in understanding of the policy solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of some needs, addressing their push for changes in or knowledge in order for target groups still do not have the means.</td>
<td>Evidence of learning increased or unchanged tools or implementation designs.</td>
<td>Evidence of learning increased or unchanged tools or implementation designs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Modified from May (1992) and Birkland (2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
agency would determine when HUD took the lead was left open to “when such assistance was needed” (FEMA 2009a, p. 14)

Political Learning. Political learning involves strategies for advocating a given policy idea or problem (May 1992). With regard to Katrina, the most long-suffering victims have been members of “disadvantaged” groups in the policy process, in terms of their political power and socially constructed perceptions of their place in society. Advocates on their behalf as well as political actors with their own agendas, however, did find a voice and used the policy failure of Katrina to lobby for their interests (Crowley 2009). Key political entrepreneurs such as Senators Collins, Lieberman, and Landrieu, and countless others, such as planners, academics, and local officials, used this focusing event to push for changes to disaster housing post-Katrina. To some extent, lawmakers also learned that FEMA needed more attention in terms of staffing, power, and budgets within the DHS.

Although examples of all three forms of learning can be identified in post-disaster housing policy following Katrina, such learning was also limited in these areas or lacking in others. With regard to instrumental learning, changes were made under PKEMRA and some attempts were made to find alternative solutions to temporary housing. However, these legislative changes have arguably been limited in scope: there is still no National Housing Stock Plan or Catastrophic Disaster Plan. Social learning was limited in the understanding of policy solutions for vulnerable target populations. In terms of political learning, limitations were apparent in the rather haphazard strategies used by groups to push for policy change and disadvantaged target groups still do not have the means or knowledge to push for changes in housing policy addressing their needs. Moreover, while policy changes did get adopted, post-disaster housing issues and implementation continued to be messy and riddled with problematic solutions, as exemplified by some of the issues that arose after Hurricane Ike, which are discussed in the next section.

Hurricane Ike: Lessons Learned?

At 2:10 am early Saturday morning on September 13th, Hurricane Ike made landfall at Galveston, Texas with 110 mph (175km/h) sustained winds as a Category 2 hurricane (National Hurricane Center 2008), with storm winds from its center extending outward more than 120 miles (195km). Galveston City bore the brunt of the storm, which filled the historic district with seven feet of water at the storm’s peak. Evacuation of Galveston Island had been ordered the previous day, yet approximately 40 percent or 21,000 of the city’s 57,523 residents chose to ride out the storm in their homes (Elliot 2008; US OIG 2009a; Witt 2008). The Bolivar peninsula was the worst hit by the storm surge and dozens of homes and other buildings there simply disappeared after the hurricane (Drye 2008; Kunreuther and Michel-Kerjan 2009; Wilson 2009). At the end of 2008, Hurricane Ike was assessed to be the third costliest storm in U.S. history and the “costliest disaster
in Texas history” (FEMA 2009b, p. ii), causing an estimated $29.4 billion in damage to the state, and leaving behind an estimated 32 million cubic yards of hazardous debris (Office of the Governor of Texas 2009b; Witt 2008). In all, over 1 million people were evacuated and an estimated 37 died due to Ike in Texas (Witt 2008). In addition to Texas, coastal areas in Southwest Louisiana, while not directly hit by Ike, were inundated with a storm surge that crawled some 30 miles inland, flooding thousands of homes and rendering many roads impassable (Dorell 2008).

Post-Disaster Housing Issues. Barring some major problems with evacuation resulting from several residents initially refusing to evacuate and needing subsequent rescue, the initial governmental response at the local, state and federal level was fairly smooth (Cutter and Smith 2009). A positive outcome resulting from the lessons learned after Katrina, was the early partnership that was formed between HUD and FEMA. Unlike the confusion between these agencies following Katrina, FEMA was quick to turn to HUD after Ike, giving it the lead in long-term housing from November 2008, through an inter-agency agreement that had been signed on September 23, 2008, only 10 days after Hurricane Ike made landfall. This agreement was similar to the Disaster Housing Assistance Program (DHAP) that was created more than two years after Katrina and was termed DHAP-Ike (U.S. HUD 2008a). While FEMA determined applicant eligibility, HUD managed the program using local public housing authorities to deliver services. It was to provide full rental assistance initially until May 1, 2009, after which the subsidies were to be gradually reduced and ending March 2010 (U.S. HUD 2008b; U.S. HUD 2008c). This collaboration between FEMA and HUD, occurring sooner rather than later, to provide housing assistance was a positive development and one that partly resulted from the lessons learned after Katrina (Dymi 2006). While the scale of the problem in Ike was much smaller and while the initial response was well-organized and effective, problems emerged later, not surprisingly, once again in the area of housing, more specifically, with respect to temporary and permanent housing (US OIG 2009b). Some of the main issues that epitomized the difficulties of policy change in this area are discussed below.

1) Lack of Adequate Planning: Despite what happened after Katrina, there was insufficient planning, primarily at the local and state level, and there were significant procurement delays associated with the lack of a pre-established recovery planning framework for enough temporary housing. The mistakes made after Katrina should have resulted in a strong incentive for planners in other high-risk regions to avoid the same mistake (Welsh and Esnard 2009) and the policy changes should have resulted in improved recovery processes at all levels of government. However, plans for finding temporary housing initially moved slowly and faced with the slow-moving response, non-profits, legal aid groups, and others began calling on the city of Galveston to step up their efforts to provide appropriate shelter and make long-term plans for public housing inhabitants whose housing had been damaged by the storm (McKinley 2008). The lack of
prior state and local-level planning did finally prompt a somewhat belated state recovery plan. More than two months after Ike struck, the Governor appointed a Commission for Disaster Recovery and Renewal to “create a plan to speed recovery and accelerate economic development” (Office of the Governor of Texas 2008). Their initial task was to mitigate the housing shortages for the thousands still having difficulty finding alternatives (Office of the Governor of Texas 2008a). At the federal level, while the formulation of the NDHS represented a significant step forward in addressing post-disaster housing planning after Katrina, it was adopted too late to make any changes prior to Hurricane Ike. Even if it had been adopted in time, there is, as pointed out in the NDHS itself, still not a national shelter communications system, nor sufficient national shelter planning, and nor is there a network of state and local shelter hosting agreements (FEMA 2009c).

2) Trailer Redux and Conflicting Expectations: Given the issues that arose with manufactured housing after Katrina, FEMA “learned its lesson” and wanted to avoid the deployment of trailers that could be unsafe for residents. Other lessons learnt after Katrina had been the local-level opposition to trailer sites—32 of 64 parishes in Louisiana banned new group trailer sites after Katrina, which were heavily stigmatized and considered by many to represent “blight” (Aldrich and Crook 2008). FEMA thus sought to avoid siting group trailer sites in neighborhoods which would actively voice rejection of these, conducting “windshield surveys” to determine the level of community NIMBYism (Aldrich and Crook 2008:3). In this instance however, state officials began demanding trailers and temporary mobile homes, in part due to the lack of other alternatives for temporary housing. By mid-October, around 122 FEMA mobile homes had been delivered to four counties, including Galveston, but a total of 9,000 had been requested, infuriating irate Texas housing officials. By early February 2009, construction was approved for a temporary trailer site outside of Galveston that would accommodate 50 of 180 families from the city waiting lists (Alpert 2009). Other temporary housing solutions such as a cruise ship offer for displaced residents immediately following Ike, were also stymied from the point of view of state officials by FEMA’s slow and bureaucratic processes (Henneberger 2008). In their defense, FEMA argued that while they had an inventory of 1,800 mobile homes, identifying suitable sites and installing mobile homes took time. Once again, local zoning ordinances complicated siting in Galveston areas hit by Ike (Wilson 2009). FEMA also argued that since it could not repeat the Katrina mistake of using the controversial trailers, they needed to use park units or mobile homes that took more time to install. FEMA wanted to place mobile home units in pre-existing mobile home communities or build whole new mobile home communities such as those built after Katrina. This would avoid the difficulties in siting pre-fabricated housing on homeowner properties arising from both the suitability of the site and local ordinances. Illustrating to a large extent the problem with post-disaster housing, however, FEMA’s policy solutions to the post-disaster housing problems
identified after Katrina were not acceptable to state and local officials and hurricane survivors. They wanted mobile homes located on their destroyed home sites (rather than remote locations) and preferred them to the vouchers that could be used for apartments, which were not always available close to work, schools and other places. They also preferred mobile homes that would allow them to live onsite while repairs were done to their homes and resume their normal lives faster than if relocated to remote travel trailer sites (Elliot 2008). Once again, FEMA was in a Catch-22 situation; after Katrina, FEMA was castigated for using trailers, but when it “learned its lessons” and tried to avoid using trailers after Ike, it was criticized for not bringing in trailers fast enough. Not unexpectedly also, a blame game arose after Ike; state and local officials all pointed fingers at FEMA, without taking any of the responsibility themselves for the lack of pre-planning housing recovery. As often the case in post-disaster situations, the gap in expectations and understanding between survivors, state and local government officials on one side, and FEMA officials on the other, began to grow wider, rendering the disaster response and recovery process even more difficult (Schneider 1995).

3) Knowledge Gaps and the Lack of Affordable Housing and Rentals: Similar to what happened after Katrina, those who had stronger social networks and the financial wherewithal were able to find temporary shelter with friends, in hotels, motels, and other places (Cutter and Smith 2009). As is the case with most disasters (Peacock, Dash and Zhang 2007), the most vulnerable and needy sought public shelter space (Cutter and Smith 2009), and faced hurdles when making the transition from public shelters to temporary and more permanent housing. The problems with temporary and transitional housing persisted and uncertainty about official deadlines was high. FEMA once again had to repeatedly extend deadlines for individuals to file for housing or other assistance (Alpert 2009; FEMA 2008a; FEMA 2008b; KHOU News 2009b). The initial deadline for temporary housing was set to March 2009, which was then extended to May 2009, then again to October 2010. Repeatedly extending deadlines resulted in more assistance to those in need, but also resulted in uncertainty throughout the recovery process for those in need and those tasked to assist them. Many residents who were eligible for aid from FEMA did not know how to apply for FEMA benefits, or found the process too difficult to complete (Thomas 2009, p.5). Though public housing residents were eligible for federally funded hotel or motel accommodation, many lacked automobiles, other transportation, or cell phones, which reduced their access to FEMA assistance. They also lacked a legal address for FEMA and other aid organizations’ paperwork requirements including: a social security number; pre-disaster and current mailing addresses; telephone number plus a back-up, for contact; insurance information including policy numbers; a description of storm-related losses; and a routing and bank account number for direct deposits (Stanton 2009). Many found this to be the first hurdle to receiving assistance if they had lost these documents in the storm. Further, despite having FEMA vouchers in
hand, many motels and hotels required credit cards, which many on public assistance did not have.

Media reports following Ike indicate that affordable housing, particularly rentals, was also a problem. Those who did receive FEMA/HUD vouchers found it challenging to find landlords who had vacant and habitable properties and were willing to accept these vouchers. Vouchers were not a program that many landlords were familiar with, and the unfamiliar process was not one every landlord was eager to test. Like others had been reluctant in other hard hit disaster areas, they preferred cash, checks, and other more “normal” means of payment (Thomas 2009). One of the changes made to the Stafford Act after Katrina was to provide assistance to renters (FEMA 2009c). However, renters were still marginalized after Ike; the rental repair pilot program established under PKEMRA was also put to only limited use (FEMA 2009a), leading to repair of only 32 apartment units in Galveston (Houston Hurricane Recovery.Org). Moreover, there were media reports that many landlords had increased rents substantially, with apartments that were $500 before Ike on the market for $1200-$1500 (Stanton 2009), a situation similar to what was also found over 16 years earlier following Hurricane Andrew (Yelvington 1997). Increased rental costs are common after major disasters as housing availability declines while demand does not (Comerio 1997; Peacock, et al. 2007).

As a focusing event, Katrina brought not only national, but international attention to response and recovery and policy changes did occur as a result of this focusing event. Instrumental learning was present; prima facie evidence in form of post-Katrina legislative changes is indicative of the same. Policy changes were also made by FEMA, which collaborated early with HUD and tried to avoid the contentious use of trailers for temporary housing. On the other hand, policy learning in terms of developing satisfactory and affordable housing solutions, of pre-planning at the local and state-level, and of managing expectations through effective communication fell short, implementation was delayed, and political learning fell short of achieving major changes in the social construction of target groups. In summary, while a number of improvements were made to deal with post-disaster housing after Katrina, the solutions themselves were controversial, emblematic of the broader problems attached to policy change in this area, and illustrated the lack of readily available housing solutions acceptable to all.

Why hasn’t policy learning in this area been adequate and lead to better outcomes? Why is policy learning and change in this area so difficult? We analyze this issue in the next section.
Policy Learning and Change in Post-Disaster Housing

Using theoretical arguments based in policy literature and given the main issues that surfaced after Katrina and Ike, we argue that there are three main reasons why policy learning has not resulted in more policy change in this domain.

1) “Wicked” and “Messy” Policy Area: Despite windows of opportunity being opened, post-disaster housing policy is still a problem in search of a solution (Kingdon 1984). To some extent, it is also a wicked policy problem that defies easy solutions and leads to more problems when solutions are adopted (Rittel and Weber 1973). For instance, there are no adequate solutions yet for temporary housing, which have always taken the form of manufactured housing. However, as Katrina, Ike and other disasters in the past have revealed, such housing is limited in its use, cannot be placed in floodplain areas, is expensive and time-consuming to install, and faces community NIMBYism (Aldrich and Crook 2008). Moreover, it is vulnerable to wind and other hazards (Peacock, et al. 2007, p. 263), can disrupt communities and cause social problems (Enarson and Morrow 1997), and when used in large-scale disasters, may lead to other apparent problems such as those that emerged with alleged formaldehyde exposure. Other temporary innovative housing solutions such as the “Katrina Cottage” have been proposed and adopted, but are yet to prove their acceptance as alternative temporary housing solutions and face the same problems with siting. Similarly rental-repair programs have been advocated as a solution, but their administration and use of tax dollars are politically contentious. Though the rental pilot programs adopted after Katrina were found to be fairly successful (US OIG 2009b), they were not renewed. Post-disaster housing is also to some extent a messy policy problem. Jochim and May (2010, p. 305) argue that messy policy problems, such as pollution abatement, are those that cut across other policy areas and their attendant subsystems. Post-disaster housing is messy to the extent that this problem and its solutions are linked to and complicated by a number of other external policy issues and subsystems, such as local housing market conditions, the vacancy rate for rental units, current economic conditions, the availability of credit and affordable housing, and existing economic and social class disparities. Therefore, a housing strategy and recovery plan by itself may not be adequate and needs to account for many other conditions, rendering the implementation of policy changes in this area more difficult. Even cumulative experience and repeated events that have led to relatively acceptable policy solutions in other hazard domains (Birkland 2006) may not be sufficient to engender effective policy implementation and solutions in disaster housing due to the variability of these other contingent factors.

2) Lack of an Advocacy Base: The politics surrounding policy change depends to a large extent on the coalitions, groups, and policy entrepreneurs that are mobilized (Mintrom 1997; Puszkin-Chevlin and Esnard 2009; Sabatier 1999; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993, 1997, 2007; Sapat 2004). Yet, as Birkland (2006) points out, certain hazard
policy domains, such as hurricane policies, lack a coherent and organized advocacy coalition to press for change. Post-disaster housing has some advocacy coalitions (The National Low Income Housing Coalition and others), but these are relatively weak in political power and not positively socially constructed (Schneider and Ingram 1993). Minorities and low-income populations who are the most vulnerable strata and who lack strong advocates often do not get heard in the cacophony and conflict surrounding post-disaster recovery. The extent to which some instrumental learning and policy changes were adopted can be partially attributed to the widespread and heightened media coverage of Katrina, the “CNN effect” that increased the saliency of the problem and exposed apparent sheltering problems—providing a temporary voice (and images) to politically weaker populations. The adoption of those changes however has not been enough; effective implementation requires additional work by these groups and greater mobilization to press for more change.

3) Gap in Expectations: Finally, an underlying problem in post-disaster recovery in general and housing recovery in particular is what Schneider (1992; 1995) terms the gap between bureaucratic and emergent norms. Schneider points out that public organizations develop standard operating procedures (SOPs), routine policies, and institutionalized processes that guide bureaucratic norms and provide the foundation for the governmental response system on the one hand. On the other hand, disasters can result in conditions that are complicated, stressful, and difficult, where emergent norms develop to provide guidance and meaning to the affected disaster-stricken population. The size of the gap between these bureaucratic and emergent norms can affect the variability in government performance in response and recovery (1995, p.6). She documents how the size of the gap played a significant role in the predominant policy implementation patterns and in explaining the successes and failures in the response to Hurricanes Andrew and Hugo and to the Loma Prieta earthquake. With regard to this study, Schneider’s theoretical insight can also help explain why housing policy outcomes did not improve much despite policy changes made after Katrina. The gap between the emergent norms for evacuees and survivors and bureaucratic norms was large in the responses to both Katrina and Ike. In addition, a much weakened FEMA had to follow additional operating guidelines and SOPs as part of the DHS and with weakened leadership and morale, doggedly tried to be somewhat responsive to citizen needs while dogmatically following often archaic and confusing bureaucratic guidelines that were needed for accountability. On the other hand, the realities and disruptions for those affected by Katrina and Ike were completely different from institutionally prescribed recovery timelines (Mitchell, Esnard, and Sapat 2010). For instance, FEMA kept trying to end its Section 403 shelter assistance program due to cost and fraud concerns and DHS legal interpretations, but the acute housing shortages and lack of alternatives for vast numbers of evacuees meant that they were heavily dependent on the continuance of those programs and often fell through the cracks due to lack of eligibility and the uncertain transition to longer-term housing. This
discrepancy between conflicting norms rendered the transition from temporary to permanent housing more difficult.

**Conclusion: Where Do We Go From Here?**

Katrina was a major focusing event and did lead to policy learning and policy change. At the federal level, PKEMRA was wide-ranging and the NDHS was a radical departure from past policies in the right direction after Katrina; the early partnership between HUD and FEMA as seen in the response to Hurricane Ike was also positive. However, problems in temporary and permanent housing persisted, along with supply-side problems of affordable housing, and the neatly prescribed timelines for the transition from the shelter phase to the housing phase have not been realistic. Post-disaster housing is a messy policy area, exacerbated by unrealistic expectations and the lack of a strong supportive constituency. We offer the following as general suggestions for consideration of viable next steps.

First, more efforts need to be made at the local and state-level as policy change in this area cannot be abdicated to the federal level only. Local and state housing task forces need to be operational. To facilitate development of feasible post-disaster housing plans, there is need for better data tracking and inventory management and some pre-planning with respect to siting mobile homes (whether on-site or in remote locations). Data collection of the potential numbers of those who can be displaced and housing stock needs to be maintained on an on-going basis. Similarly, improved case management procedures are needed, and a broad community constituency (including renters and vulnerable segments of the population) has to be planned for.

Second, the NDHS could be expanded to include a catastrophe scenario, provide more assistance to renters, and should include a National Housing Stock Plan. The timeliness of assistance and methods of program delivery that are linked to overall recovery need to be improved. Catastrophic scenarios need to address housing for long-term population displacement and related governance and funding dilemmas in both affected areas and for host communities that receive evacuees. Renters also need to be included in legislation and plans (Hooks and Miller 2006; McCarthy 2009; Rodriguez-Dod and Duhart 2007; Sard and Rice 2005; GAO 2009). For instance, as pointed out in prior research, major coastal cities such as Miami, Los Angeles, and San Francisco have sizable percentages of renters that are vulnerable to future disasters, so vast housing shortages could result following a major event (Peacock, et al. 2007, p. 270-271).

Increasing population density along the coastlines will worsen the effects of natural hazards and these demographic changes, along with fiscal and economic problems, will exacerbate disaster sheltering and housing problems. Policy changes and planning as seen from the analysis in this paper will be critical to face this challenge.
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